Rotation of NMR images using the 2D chirp-z transform.
A quick and accurate way to rotate and shift nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) images using the two-dimensional chirp-z transform is presented. When the desired image grid is rotated and shifted from the original grid due to patient motion, the chirp-z transform can reconstruct NMR images directly onto the ultimate grid instead of reconstructing onto the original grid and then applying interpolation to get the final real-space image in the conventional way. The rotation angle and shift distances are embedded in the parameters of the chirp-z transform. The chirp-z transform implements discrete sinc interpolation to get values at grid points that are not exactly on the original grid when applying the inverse Fourier transform. Therefore, the chirp-z transform is more accurate than methods such as linear or bicubic interpolation and is more efficient than direct implementation of sinc interpolation because the sinc interpolation is implemented at the same time as reconstruction from k-space.